APPENDIX G
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

How to Use This Template

This template, assembled by GHD Inc. on behalf of the City of Oceanside, is for the
development of Storm Water Quality Management Plans (SWQMPs) for Priority Development
Projects (PDPs) proposed within Oceanside, CA. It is based on requirements set forth in the
Regional Water Quality Control Board’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System MS4
Permit that covers the San Diego Region (Order No. R9-2013-0001).
All references within the template refer to the City of Oceanside BMP Design Manual dated
February 2016 (Manual). Use of this template in conjunction with the Manual is intended to help
a project applicant develop a SWQMP compliant with City of Oceanside and MS4 Permit
requirements.

Template Date: February 16, 2016

Assembled By:
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Quick Reference Guide

Item

Project Information

Project Name

El Corazon

Application Number(s)

T17-00004

Project Address

Oceanside Blvd. and Rancho del Oro Dr.

Total Parcel Area
Project Description

17,580,816 sq. ft.
·
·
·

Proposed site is mass graded for the
commercial/residential development and roads and
associated sidewalks.
A disposal area for excess earthwork is located in the
Northeastern portion of the Master Plan.
El Corazon master plan has a gross project area of 403.6
acres. The developed project area is 80.76 acres, and the
disposal area is 65.10 acres.

Proposed Disturbed Area

4144255 sq. ft.

Created or Replaced Impervious

3270940 sq. ft.

Project Hydrologic Unit Watershed

☐ Santa Maria
☐ San Luis Rey
☒ Carlsbad

Required to implement HMP

☒ Yes
☐ No
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SUBMITTAL RECORD

Use this Table to keep a record of submittals of this SWQMP. Each time the SWQMP is re-submitted,
provide the date and status of the project. In last column indicate changes that have been made or
indicate if response to plan check comments is included. When applicable, insert response to plan check
comments behind this page.

Submittal
Number

Date

1

3/10/2016

2

9/21/2017

3

4/11/2018

4

7/6/2018

5

11/29/2018

6

1/28/2019

7

3/15/2019

8

4/29/2019

9

5/3/2019

10

6/6/2019

Project Status

☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design

Changes

Initial Submittal

☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
Revisions
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
Revisions
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
Revisions
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
☒ Preliminary Design/ Planning/ CEQA
☐ Final Design
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Revisions
Revisions
Revisions
Revisions
Revisions
Revisions

Project Vicinity Map
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Applicability of Permanent, Post-Construction
Storm Water BMP Requirements

Form I-1

(Storm Water Intake Form for all Development Permit Applications)
Project Identification
Project Name: El Corazon
Permit Application Number: T17-00004

Date: Feburary 1, 2019

Determination of Requirements
The purpose of this form is to identify permanent, post-construction requirements that apply to the project. This form
serves as a short summary of applicable requirements, in some cases referencing separate forms that will serve as the
backup for the determination of requirements.
Answer each step below, starting with Step 1 and progressing through each step until reaching "Stop".
Refer to the manual sections and/or separate forms referenced in each step below.
Step
Step 1: Is the project a "development project"?
See Section 1.3 of the manual for guidance.

Answer
☒Yes

Progression
Go to Step 2.

Stop.
Permanent BMP requirements do not
apply. No SWQMP will be required.
Provide discussion below.
Discussion / justification if the project is not a "development project" (e.g., the project includes only interior remodels
within an existing building):
☐No

Stop.
Standard Project requirements apply,
including Standard Project SWQMP.
PDP
requirements apply, including PDP
☒PDP
SWQMP.
Go to Step 3.
☐ Exception Stop.
to
PDP Standard Project requirements apply.
Provide discussion and list any additional
definitions
requirements below. Prepare Standard
Project SWQMP.
Discussion / justification, and additional requirements for exceptions to PDP definitions, if applicable:

Step 2: Is the project a Standard Project, PDP, or
exception to PDP definitions?
To answer this item, see Section 1.4 of the manual in its
entirety for guidance, AND complete Form I-2, Project
Type Determination.

☐Standard
Project
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Form I-1 Page 2 of 2
Step
Answer
Step 3. Is the project subject to earlier PDP
☐Yes
requirements due to a prior lawful approval?
See Section 1.10 of the manual for guidance.

Progression
Consult the [City Engineer] to
determine requirements.
Provide discussion and identify
requirements below.
Go to Step 4.
BMP Design Manual PDP
☒No
requirements apply.
Go to Step 4.
Discussion / justification of prior lawful approval, and identify requirements (not required if prior lawful approval
does not apply):

Step 4. Do hydromodification control requirements
apply?
See Section 1.6 of the manual for guidance.

☒Yes

PDP structural BMPs required for
pollutant control (Chapter 5) and
hydromodification control (Chapter
6).
Go to Step 5.
Stop.
☐No
PDP structural BMPs required for
pollutant control (Chapter 5) only.
Provide brief discussion of exemption
to hydromodification control below.
Discussion / justification if hydromodification control requirements do not apply:

Step 5. Does protection of critical coarse sediment
yield areas apply?
See Section 6.2 of the manual for guidance.

☒Yes

Management measures required for
protection of critical coarse sediment
yield areas (Chapter 6.2).
Stop.
Management measures not required
☐No
for protection of critical coarse
sediment yield areas.
Provide brief discussion below.
Stop.
Discussion / justification if protection of critical coarse sediment yield areas does not apply:
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Project Type Determination Checklist

Form I-2

Project Information
Project Name: El Corazon
Permit Application Number: T17-00004
Project Type Determination: Standard Project or PDP
The project is (select one): ☒ New Development  Redevelopment
The total proposed newly created or replaced impervious area is: 3270940 ft2 (75.09) acres
Is the project in any of the following categories, (a) through (f)?
Yes No (a) New development projects that create 10,000 square feet or more of impervious surfaces
(collectively over the entire project site). This includes commercial, industrial, residential,
☒
☐
mixed-use, and public development projects on public or private land.
Yes No (b) Redevelopment projects that create and/or replace 5,000 square feet or more of
impervious surface (collectively over the entire project site on an existing site of 10,000
☐
☒
square feet or more of impervious surfaces). This includes commercial, industrial,
residential, mixed-use, and public development projects on public or private land.
Yes No (c) New and redevelopment projects that create 5,000 square feet or more of impervious
surface (collectively over the entire project site), and support one or more of the
☒
☐
following uses:
(i) Restaurants. This category is defined as a facility that sells prepared foods and
drinks for consumption, including stationary lunch counters and refreshment
stands selling prepared foods and drinks for immediate consumption SIC code
5812).
(ii) Hillside development projects. This category includes development on any
natural slope that is twenty-five percent or greater.
(iii) Parking lots. This category is defined as a land area or facility for the temporary
parking or storage of motor vehicles used personally, for business, or for
commerce.
(iv) Streets, roads, highways, freeways, and driveways. This category is defined as
any paved impervious surface used for the transportation of automobiles,
trucks, motorcycles, and other vehicles.
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Yes
☐

No
☒

(d)

Yes
☐

No
☒

(e)

Yes
☒

No
☐

Form I-2 Page 2 of 2
New or redevelopment projects that create or replace 2,500 square feet or more of
impervious surface (collectively over the entire project site), and discharging directly to
an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA). “Discharging directly to” includes flow that
is conveyed overland a distance of 200 feet or less from the project to the ESA, or
conveyed in a pipe or open channel any distance as an isolated flow from the project to
the ESA (i.e. not commingled with flows from adjacent lands).
Note: ESAs are areas that include but are not limited to all Clean Water Act Section
303(d) impaired water bodies; areas designated as Areas of Special Biological
Significance by the State Water Board and SDRWQCB; State Water Quality
Protected Areas; water bodies designated with the RARE beneficial use by the
State Water Board and SDRWQCB; and any other equivalent environmentally
sensitive areas which have been identified by the Copermittees. See manual Section
1.4.2 for additional guidance.
New development projects that support one or more of the following uses:
(i) Automotive repair shops. This category is defined as a facility that is categorized
in any one of the following SIC codes: 5013, 5014, 5541, 7532-7534, or 75367539.

(f)

(ii) Retail gasoline outlets. This category includes retail gasoline outlets that meet
the following criteria: (a) 5,000 square feet or more or (b) a projected Average
Daily Traffic of 100 or more vehicles per day.
New or redevelopment projects that result in the disturbance of one or more acres of
land and are expected to generate pollutants post construction.
Note: See manual Section 1.4.2 for additional guidance.

Does the project meet the definition of one or more of the PDP categories (a) through (f) listed above?
☐ No – the project is not a PDP (Standard Project).
☒ Yes – the project is a PDP.
The following is for redevelopment PDPs only: N/A
The area of existing (pre-project) impervious area at the project site is: ________ ft2 (A)
The total proposed newly created or replaced impervious area is: ________ ft2 (B)
Percent impervious surface created or replaced (A/B)*100: _______%
The percent impervious surface created or replaced is (select one based on the above calculation):
☐ less than or equal to fifty percent (50%) – only new impervious areas are considered PDP
OR
☐ greater than fifty percent (50%) – the entire project site is a PDP
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Site Information Checklist
For PDPs

Form I-3B (PDPs)

Project Summary Information
El Corazon

Project Name
Project Address

Oceanside Blvd. and Rancho Del Oro Dr.

Assessor's Parcel Number(s)

162-082-51, 60, 80, 90

Permit Application Number

T17-00004

Project Watershed (Hydrologic Unit)

Select One:
☐Santa Margarita 902
☐San Luis Rey 903
☒Carlsbad 904

Parcel Area

403.6 Acres (17,580,816 Square Feet)

(total area of Assessor's Parcel(s) associated with
the project)
Area to be disturbed by the project

95.14 Acres (4,144,255 Square Feet)

(Project Area)
Project Proposed Impervious Area

75.09 Acres (3,270,940 Square Feet)

(subset of Project Area)
Project Proposed Pervious Area

20.05 Acres (873,315 Square Feet)
(subset of Project Area)
Note: Proposed Impervious Area + Proposed Pervious Area = Area to be Disturbed by the Project.
This may be less than the Parcel Area.

Hydrologic Unit

Hydrologic Area

Santa Margarita 902.00

☐ Ysidora 902.10

San Luis Rey 903.00

☐ Lower San Luis 903.10
☒ Loma Alta 904.10

Carlsbad 904.00

☐ Buena Vista Creek 904.20
☐ Agua Hedionda 4.30
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Hydrologic Sub-Area
☐ Lower Ysidora 902.11
☐ Mission 903.11
☐ Bonsall 903.12
Not Applicable
☐ El Salto 904.21
☐ Vista 904.22
☐ Los Monos 904.31

Form I-3B Page 2 of 10
Description of Existing Site Condition and Drainage Patterns
Current Status of the Site (select all that apply):
☒Existing development
☐Previously graded but not built out
☐Agricultural or other non-impervious use
☒Vacant, undeveloped/natural
Description / Additional Information:
The master plan currently has a senior center, a city ball park with supporting roads, and undeveloped area
Existing Land Cover Includes (select all that apply):
☒Vegetative Cover
☒Non-Vegetated Pervious Areas
☒Impervious Areas
Description / Additional Information:
Ball park, pervious parking, and a senior center
Underlying Soil belongs to Hydrologic Soil Group (select all that apply):
☐NRCS Type A
☐NRCS Type B
☒NRCS Type C
☒NRCS Type D
Approximate Depth to Groundwater:
☐Groundwater Depth < 5 feet
☐5 feet < Groundwater Depth < 10 feet
☐10 feet < Groundwater Depth < 20 feet
☒Groundwater Depth > 20 feet (Per Geotechnical review by Geocon Inc.)
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Form I-3B Page 3 of 10
Description of Existing Site Topography and Drainage [How is storm water runoff conveyed from the site?
At a minimum, this description should answer (1) whether existing drainage conveyance is natural or urban;
(2) describe existing constructed storm water conveyance systems, if applicable; and (3) is runoff from offsite
conveyed through the site? If so, describe]:
The property is located northwest of the intersection of Oceanside Blvd. and Rancho Del Oro in Oceanside.
This project is south and east of an existing ball field and senior center within the El Corazon Master Plan
Area.
The most of the project site south of existing El Corazon Senior Center sloping in southerly direction and
discharges across Oceanside Blvd to the south through multiple existing culverts into Loma Alta Creek.
Area north of the El Corazon Senior drains easterly to an existing ditch, which conveys flows to a detention
basin before discharging into Loma Alta Creek.
Project area east of El Corazon Senior Center includes natural tributary area with mild slopes northwest of
Oceanside Blvd. and Rancho Del Oro Dr. Flows from this area travel easterly into existing concrete ditches
that lead to grated inlets that connect to the storm drain system underneath Rancho del Oro Dr. towards the
existing 3-8x4 culvert per dwg. R12291.
Portions of Oceanside Blvd. also flow to this direction via curb cuts towards Loma Alta Creek.
Offsite areas draining to the project site includes runoff from the El Corazon Senior center and adjacent ball
field area.
The El Corazon Senior center has onsite water quality treatment BMP and the treated runoff from
El Corazon Senior drains southeasterly into a detention basin onsite.
The Ballfield also have onsite basin with outlet pipe discharging onto the project site and sheet flows across
the site in southerly direction.
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Form I-3B Page 4 of 10
Description of Proposed Site Development and Drainage Patterns
Project Description / Proposed Land Use and/or Activities:
The proposed development consists of mass graded pads, disposal areas for excess earthwork, roads,
sidewalks, and parking for future development of a commercial project, an apartment complex, a light
industrial project and a sports arena.
List/describe proposed impervious features of the project (e.g., buildings, roadways, parking lots, courtyards,
athletic courts, other impervious features):
Proposed impervious features will include roads, sidewalks, and parking areas

List/describe proposed pervious features of the project (e.g., landscape areas):
Pervious features include landscape areas

Does the project include grading and changes to site topography?
☒Yes
☐No
Description / Additional Information:
The site is to be regraded for large pads for residential and commercial areas. Topography and overland flow
will therefore alter existing drainage areas. However, peaks flows will be reduced with the inclusion of basins
for peak flow attenuation and hydromodification management
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Does the project include changes to site drainage (e.g., installation of new storm water conveyance systems)?
☒Yes
☐No
Description / Additional Information:
The site will include new storm drains to convey the water off the site with connection to existing storm
drains that discharge to Loma Alta Creek. Existing roads that will be widened/narrowed will incorporate
USEPA Green Street measures (See form I-3B page 10 of 10 for more detail). Mass graded pads will treat
storm water with BMPs when the site is developed, but interim basins are provided that mitigate
hydromodification impacts from these areas. The specific location of the storm water BMP’s for each mass
graded pad cannot be predicted and will be a function of subsequent site design, and are therefore not shown
on the exhibit. The required BMP footprint is calculated using an assumed imperviousness of 85% to
accommodate the future use of each pad in order to provide the baseline for future design.
Disposal areas 1, 2, and 3 labeled on the DMA exhibit will serve as excess disposal areas for excess cut
generated by each phase of grading. The disposal area grading will be a compacted mass graded pad with
associated slopes, with no impervious created. All existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The specific
grading limits for each phase of the excess earthwork disposal area cannot be determined at this time.
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Form I-3B Page 5 of 10
Identify whether any of the following features, activities, and/or pollutant source areas will be present (select
all that apply):
☒Onsite storm drain inlets
☐Interior floor drains and elevator shaft sump pumps
☐Interior parking garages
☐Need for future indoor & structural pest control
☒Landscape/outdoor pesticide use
☐Pools, spas, ponds, decorative fountains, and other water features
☐Food service
☐Refuse areas
☐Industrial processes
☐Outdoor storage of equipment or materials
☐Vehicle and equipment cleaning
☐Vehicle/equipment repair and maintenance
☐Fuel dispensing areas
☐Loading docks
☐Fire sprinkler test water
☐Miscellaneous drain or wash water
☒Plazas, sidewalks, and parking lots
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Form I-3B Page 6 of 10
Identification of Receiving Water Pollutants of Concern
Describe path of storm water from the project site to the Pacific Ocean (or bay, lagoon, lake or reservoir, as
applicable):
Runoff from the project site discharges at multiple outlet points but all eventually discharge to Loma Alta
Creek which flows west to the Pacific Ocean

List any 303(d) impaired water bodies within the path of storm water from the project site to the Pacific
Ocean (or bay, lagoon, lake or reservoir, as applicable), identify the pollutant(s)/stressor(s) causing
impairment, and identify any TMDLs for the impaired water bodies:
*TMDL’s & 303 (D) LIST (2014-2016
303(d) Impaired Water Body
Loma Alta Creek

Pollutant(s)/Stressor(s)
Benthic Community Effects,
Bifenthrin, Selenium, Toxicity

TMDLs
Requires Development

Loma Alta Slough

Eutrophic, Indicator Bacteria

Requires Development

Pacific Ocean Shoreline

Indicator Bacteria, Trash

Requires Development
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Form I-3B Page 7 of 10
Identification of Project Site Pollutants*
*Identification of project site pollutants is only required if flow-thru treatment BMPs are
implemented onsite in lieu of retention or biofiltration BMPs (note the project must also participate
in an alternative compliance program unless prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements
is demonstrated)
Identify pollutants expected from the project site based on all proposed use(s) of the site (see manual
Appendix B.6):
Not Applicable to the
Expected from the
Also a Receiving Water
Pollutant
Project Site
Project Site
Pollutant of Concern
Sediment
Nutrients
Heavy Metals
Organic Compounds
Trash & Debris
Oxygen Demanding
Substances
Oil & Grease
Bacteria & Viruses
Pesticides

Note: Indicator Bacteria shall be addressed as a Pollutant of Concern (POC) for projects located in
the Lower San Luis Hydrologic Area and for projects that discharge to the Pacific Ocean Shoreline
within the boundaries of the City of Oceanside.
Note: Nutrients shall be addressed as a Pollutant of Concern (POC) for projects located in the Loma
Alta Hydrologic Area.
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Form I-3B Page 8 of 10
Hydromodification Management Requirements
Do hydromodification management requirements apply (see Section 1.6 of the manual)?
☒Yes, hydromodification management flow control structural BMPs required.
☐No, the project will discharge runoff directly to existing underground storm drains discharging directly to
water storage reservoirs, lakes, enclosed embayments, or the Pacific Ocean.
☐No, the project will discharge runoff directly to conveyance channels whose bed and bank are concrete-lined
all the way from the point of discharge to water storage reservoirs, lakes, enclosed embayments, or the Pacific
Ocean.
☐No, the project will discharge runoff directly to an area identified as appropriate for an exemption by the
WMAA for the watershed in which the project resides.
Description / Additional Information (to be provided if a 'No' answer has been selected above):
SWMM Analysis is performed to show compliance with hydromodification requirements.
Critical Coarse Sediment Yield Areas*
*This Section only required if hydromodification management requirements apply
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Based on the maps provided within the WMAA, do potential critical coarse sediment yield areas exist within
the project drainage boundaries?
☒Yes
☐No, no critical coarse sediment yield areas to be protected based on WMAA maps
If yes, have any of the optional analyses presented in Section 6.2 of the manual been performed?
☒6.2.1 Verification of GLUs Onsite
☐6.2.2 Downstream Systems Sensitivity to Coarse Sediment
☐6.2.3 Optional Additional Analysis of Potential Critical Coarse Sediment Yield Areas Onsite
☐No optional analyses performed, the project will avoid critical coarse sediment yield areas identified based
on WMAA maps
If optional analyses were performed, what is the final result?
☒No critical coarse sediment yield areas to be protected based on verification of GLUs onsite.
☐Critical coarse sediment yield areas exist but additional analysis has determined that protection is not
required. Documentation attached in Attachment 8 of the SWQMP.
☐Critical coarse sediment yield areas exist and require protection. The project will implement management
measures described in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 as applicable, and the areas are identified on the SWQMP
Exhibit.
Discussion / Additional Information:

Refer to Attachment 2b for Verification of Geomorphic Landscape Units Onsite.
FOLLOWING GLUs ARE CLASSFIED BASED ON SITE SPECIFIC GLU ANALYSIS:
CSI-UNKNOWN-1
CSI-UNKNOWN-2
CSI-UNKNOWN-3
CSI-UNKNOWN-4
THESE GLUs ARE NOT CONSIDERED CCSYA PER BMP MANUAL TABLE H.1-3
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Form I-3B Page 9 of 10
Flow Control for Post-Project Runoff*
*This Section only required if hydromodification management requirements apply
List and describe point(s) of compliance (POCs) for flow control for hydromodification management (see
Section 6.3.1). For each POC, provide a POC identification name or number correlating to the project's HMP
Exhibit and a receiving channel identification name or number correlating to the project's HMP Exhibit.
Six Points of Compliance (POC) have been analyzed using SWMM and Tory Walker’s Technical
Memorandum (TRWE TM) for El Corazon as a basis. Each POC assumes the ultimate conditions for the
developed site. The applicable POCs for the El Corazon project are POC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 from
TRWE TM and were used to compare pre and post development through SWMM continuous simulations.
POC 1 receives flows from DMA 16. DMA 16 consists of sloped areas that will drain southerly into a storm
drain inlet before discharging into POC 1.
POC 2 receives flows from DMA 17. DMA 17 consists of sloped areas that will drain southerly into a storm
drain inlet before discharging into POC 2.
POC 3 receives flows from the El Corazon Senior Center, Ballfield and TRWE’s DMA 10 along with DMA’s
7, 9, 11, 12 and 13. Flows from DMA’s 7, 9, 11, and 13 are treated with a proprietary biofiltration unit and are
routed to BF-1 for HMP storage before being discharged to POC 3. TRWE DMA 10 will bypass BF-1 and
will directly discharge to POC-3. The existing gravel parking lot for the ball fields west of the Senior Center
drains to a swale and is required to provide its own local treatment. Per the TRWE report, this area drained
to a proposed basin for HMP mitigation. This area is diverted to POC 3.
POC 4 is located offsite to the west of Lot 2 and east of Basin BF-1. POC 4 receives runoff from Oceanside
Blvd. and TRWE DMA 10.
POC 5 receives flows from DMA 2. DMA 2 is routed to a biofiltration basin for water quality treatment and
HMP storage before discharging to POC 5.
POC 6 receives flows from DMA’s 1 and 8. DMA 1 will be routed to a biofiltration basin for water quality
treatment and HMP storage before discharging to POC 6. DMA 8 will use a proprietary biofiltration unit for
water quality and will be directly routed to POC 6.
POC 7 receives flows from DMA’s 3, 5, and 6. DMA 3 and DMA 5 will drain to their own biofiltration
basins for water quality treatment and HMP storage before discharging to POC 7. DMA 6 will use a
proprietary biofiltration unit for water quality treatment and will be directly routed to POC 7.
POC 8 receives flows from TRWE DMA’s 1A, 1B, 1C, 4, and H&A’s DMA 4. H&A’s DMA 4 will have its
own biofiltration basin to provide water quality and HMP storage before being routed to POC 8. TRWE
DMA’s 1A, 1B, 1C, and 4 will be directly routed to POC 8.
See Attachment 2d for HMP report.
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Has a geomorphic assessment been performed for the receiving channel(s)?
☐No, the low flow threshold is 0.1Q2 (default low flow threshold)
☐Yes, the result is the low flow threshold is 0.1Q2
☐Yes, the result is the low flow threshold is 0.3Q2
☒Yes, the result is the low flow threshold is 0.5Q2
If a geomorphic assessment has been performed, provide title, date, and preparer:
“Erosion Susceptibility Analysis of Loma Alta Creek for Pacific Coast Business Park”
January 2017
Tory R. Walker Engineering INC.
Discussion / Additional Information: (optional)
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Form I-3B Page 10 of 10
Other Site Requirements and Constraints
When applicable, list other site requirements or constraints that will influence storm water management
design, such as zoning requirements including setbacks and open space, or local codes governing minimum
street width, sidewalk construction, allowable pavement types, and drainage requirements.
Constraints include no specific site design for the pads at this phase of application. Separate SWQMP reports
will be provided for each pad when individual site plans are processed.
The site design constrains for DMAs 6, 8, 10 and 12 which are private driveways, prevent conveyance of
storm water to mass graded pads, hence proprietary compact BMPs with flow control modular wetlands
were selected to provide water quality treatment.
Existing roads will be retrofitted with non-contiguous sidewalk and in some cases narrowed. The USEPA
guidance document, “Managing Wet weather with green infrastructure provides 5 design elements to consider
for green street implementation as follows;

Green Street Design Elements
Design Element(s)
Implemented?
Alternate Street Designs
(Street Width)
Swales

☒ Yes
☒ Yes

☐ No
☐ No

☐ N/A
☐ N/A

Bioretention Curb
Extensions & Sidewalk
Planters

☐ Yes

☒ No

☐ N/A

☐ Yes

☒ No

☐ N/A

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

Permeable Pavement
Sidewalk Trees & Tree
Boxes

As well as narrowing some roads, a swale will collect and route stormwater from the non-contiguous sidewalks
to street trees, hydraulically disconnecting the new pavement from the existing curb and gutter. See the green
street detail in Attachment 1g
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Source Control BMP Checklist
for All Development Projects
(Standard Projects and PDPs)

Form I-4

Project Identification
Project Name: El Corazon
Permit Application Number: T17-00004
Source Control BMPs
All development projects must implement source control BMPs SC-1 through SC-6 where applicable and
feasible. See Chapter 4 and Appendix E of the manual for information to implement source control BMPs
shown in this checklist.
Answer each category below pursuant to the following.
· "Yes" means the project will implement the source control BMP as described in Chapter 4 and/or
Appendix E of the manual. Discussion / justification is not required.
· "No" means the BMP is applicable to the project but it is not feasible to implement. Discussion /
justification must be provided.
· "N/A" means the BMP is not applicable at the project site because the project does not include the
feature that is addressed by the BMP (e.g., the project has no outdoor materials storage areas).
Discussion / justification may be provided.
Source Control Requirement
Implemented?
SC-1 Prevention of Illicit Discharges into the MS4
☒ Yes
☐ No
☐ N/A
Discussion / justification if SC-1 not implemented:

SC-2 Storm Drain Stenciling or Signage

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Discussion / justification if SC-2 not implemented:

SC-3 Protect Outdoor Materials Storage Areas from Rainfall, Run-On,
Runoff, and Wind Dispersal
Discussion / justification if SC-3 not implemented:
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Form I-4 Page 2 of 3
Source Control Requirement
SC-4 Protect Materials Stored in Outdoor Work Areas from Rainfall,
Run-On, Runoff, and Wind Dispersal
Discussion / justification if SC-4 not implemented:

SC-5 Protect Trash Storage Areas from Rainfall, Run-On, Runoff, and
Wind Dispersal
Discussion / justification if SC-5 not implemented:
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Implemented?
☐ Yes
☐ No
☒ N/A

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Form I-4 Page 3 of 3
SC-6 Additional BMPs Based on Potential Sources of Runoff Pollutants
(must answer for each source listed below)

Implemented?

Onsite storm drain inlets

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

Interior floor drains and elevator shaft sump pumps

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Interior parking garages

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Need for future indoor & structural pest control

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Landscape/outdoor pesticide use

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

Pools, spas, ponds, decorative fountains, and other water features

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Food service

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Refuse area

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Industrial processes

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Outdoor storage of equipment or materials

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Vehicle and equipment cleaning

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Vehicle/equipment repair and maintenance

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Fuel dispensing areas

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Loading docks

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Fire sprinkler test water

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Miscellaneous drain or wash water

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Plazas, sidewalks, and parking lots

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

Discussion / justification if SC-6 not implemented. Clearly identify which sources of runoff pollutants are
discussed. Justification must be provided for all "No" answers shown above.
The project will implement the additional BMPs noted above. All others are not applicable.
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Site Design BMP Checklist
for All Development Projects
(Standard Projects and PDPs)

Form I-5

Project Identification
Project Name: El Corazon
Permit Application Number: T17-00004
Site Design BMPs
All development projects must implement site design BMPs SD-1 through SD-8 where applicable and
feasible. See Chapter 4 and Appendix E of the manual for information to implement site design BMPs shown
in this checklist.
Answer each category below pursuant to the following.
· "Yes" means the project will implement the site design BMP as described in Chapter 4 and/or
Appendix E of the manual. Discussion / justification is not required.
· "No" means the BMP is applicable to the project but it is not feasible to implement. Discussion /
justification must be provided.
· "N/A" means the BMP is not applicable at the project site because the project does not include the
feature that is addressed by the BMP (e.g., the project site has no existing natural areas to conserve).
Discussion / justification may be provided.
Site Design Requirement
Applied?
SD-1 Maintain Natural Drainage Pathways and Hydrologic Features
☒ Yes
☐ No
☐ N/A
Discussion / justification if SD-1 not implemented:

SD-2 Conserve Natural Areas, Soils, and Vegetation

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

Discussion / justification if SD-2 not implemented:

SD-3 Minimize Impervious Area
Discussion / justification if SD-3 not implemented:

SD-4 Minimize Soil Compaction
Discussion / justification if SD-4 not implemented:
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Form I-5 Page 2 of 2
Site Design Requirement
SD-5 Impervious Area Dispersion

Applied?
Fstree
t tree

☐ No

☐ N/A

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

☒ Yes

☐ No

☐ N/A

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒ N/A

Discussion / justification if SD-5 not implemented:

SD-6 Runoff Collection
Discussion / justification if SD-6 not implemented:

SD-7 Landscaping with Native or Drought Tolerant Species
Discussion / justification if SD-7 not implemented:

SD-8 Harvesting and Using Precipitation
Discussion / justification if SD-8 not implemented:
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Summary of PDP Structural BMPs

Form I-6 (PDPs)

Project Identification
Project Name: El Corazon
Permit Application Number: T17-00004
PDP Structural BMPs
All PDPs must implement structural BMPs for storm water pollutant control (see Chapter 5 of the manual).
Selection of PDP structural BMPs for storm water pollutant control must be based on the selection process
described in Chapter 5. PDPs subject to hydromodification management requirements must also implement
structural BMPs for flow control for hydromodification management (see Chapter 6 of the manual). Both storm
water pollutant control and flow control for hydromodification management can be achieved within the same
structural BMP(s).
PDP structural BMPs must be verified by the local jurisdiction at the completion of construction. This may
include requiring the project owner or project owner's representative to certify construction of the structural
BMPs (see Section 1.12 of the manual). PDP structural BMPs must be maintained into perpetuity, and the local
jurisdiction must confirm the maintenance (see Section 7 of the manual).
Use this form to provide narrative description of the general strategy for structural BMP implementation at the
project site in the box below. Then complete the PDP structural BMP summary information sheet (page 3 of
this form) for each structural BMP within the project (copy the BMP summary information page as many times
as needed to provide summary information for each individual structural BMP).
Describe the general strategy for structural BMP implementation at the site. This information must describe
how the steps for selecting and designing storm water pollutant control BMPs presented in Section 5.1 of the
manual were followed, and the results (type of BMPs selected). For projects requiring hydromodification flow
control BMPs, indicate whether pollutant control and flow control BMPs are integrated or separate.
1A. Existing roads will include street trees with curb cuts and hydraulically disconnected sidewalks.
1B. The preliminary design layout consists of four pads, widening of existing roads and extension of new
road with sidewalks, and parking.
i.

Oceanside Blvd. with the implementation of street trees, will be self-retaining. Slopes along
the frontage of Oceanside Blvd. and Rancho del Oro will be self-mitigating. Also, at this
phase, pads are considered to be self-mitigating since no impervious features are proposed.
ii. Worksheet B.2-1 from the Oceanside BMP Manual was used to calculate the DCV for the
applicable areas that do not qualify for self-mitigating or self-retaining.
2. Harvest and Use is not feasible for the project at this time. Harvest and use determination for the mass
graded pads, driveways and public roads will be determined during final engineering
3. The geotechnical investigation/report prepared by Geocon INC has determined a soil type of D.
4. Required footprint was determined based on future commercial development.
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Form I-6 Page 2 of 42
(Page reserved for continuation of description of general strategy for structural BMP
implementation at the site)
(Continued from page 1)
5. Flow-throughs not required as step 4 is satisfied.
6. SWQMP prepared as step 6
7. Maintenance thresholds for the proposed BMPS are within Attachment 3. Maintenance agreements
associated with this project will be processed during final engineering and are therefore not included as
part of this SWQMP.
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Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. BF-1
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

City of Oceanside

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

City of Oceanside
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Form I-6 Page 4 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin BF-1 will treat flows from DMA’s 7, 9, 11, and 13. Basin BF-1 will have a footprint of 25,723 SQFT
and will accommodate 6” of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated below.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.
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Form I-6 Page 5 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Basin 1 (DMA 1)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 6 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin 1 will treat flows from DMA 1. Basin 1 will have a footprint of 4,500 SQFT and will accommodate 6”
of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated below. DMA 1 is subject to all of the Source Control and Site
Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.

.
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Form I-6 Page 7 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Basin 2 (DMA 2)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 8 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin 2 will treat flows from DMA 2. Basin 2 will have a footprint of 28,100 SQFT and will accommodate 6”
of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated below. DMA 2 is subject to all of the Source Control and Site
Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.
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Form I-6 Page 9 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Basin 3 (DMA 3)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 10 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin 3 will treat flows from DMA 3. Basin 3 will have a footprint of 9,300 SQFT and will accommodate 6”
of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated below. DMA 3 is subject to all of the Source Control and Site
Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.
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Form I-6 Page 11 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Basin 4 (DMA 4)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 12 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin 4 will treat flows from DMA 4. Basin 4 will have a footprint of 5,000 SQFT and will accommodate 6”
of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated below. DMA 4 is subject to all of the Source Control and Site
Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.
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Form I-6 Page 13 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Basin 5 (DMA 5)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☒Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 14 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Basin 5 will treat flows from DMA 5. Basin 5 will have a footprint of 8,000 SQFT and will accommodate 6”
of ponding. Riser specifications are tabulated in below. DMA 5 is subject to all of the Source Control and Site
Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

The land owner will have structural BMP’s to accommodate site-specific design.
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Form I-6 Page 15 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Modular Wetland 1 (DMA 6)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☒Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)
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Form I-6 Page 16 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The site design constrains for DMAs 6, 8, 10 and 12 which are private driveways, prevent conveyance of
storm water to mass graded pads, hence proprietary compact BMPs with flow control modular wetlands
were selected to provide water quality treatment.
Structural BMP will provide compact biofiltration with HMP on pad (DMA 6). DMA 6 is subject to all of the
Source Control and Site Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.
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Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Modular Wetland 2 (DMA 8)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☒Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 18 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The site design constrains for DMAs 6, 8, 10 and 12 which are private driveways, prevent conveyance of
storm water to mass graded pads, hence proprietary compact BMPs with flow control modular wetlands
were selected to provide water quality treatment.
Structural BMP will provide compact biofiltration with HMP on pad (DMA 8). DMA 8 is subject to all of the
Source Control and Site Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 19 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Modular Wetland 3 (DMA 10)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☒Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☐Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 20 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The site design constrains for DMAs 6, 8, 10 and 12 which are private driveways, prevent conveyance of
storm water to mass graded pads, hence proprietary compact BMPs with flow control modular wetlands
were selected to provide water quality treatment.

Structural BMP will provide compact biofiltration with HMP on pad (DMA 10). DMA 10 is subject to all of
the Source Control and Site Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 21 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Modular Wetland 4 (DMA 12)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 22 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The site design constrains for DMAs 6, 8, 10 and 12 which are private driveways, prevent conveyance of
storm water to mass graded pads, hence proprietary compact BMPs with flow control modular wetlands
were selected to provide water quality treatment.
Structural BMP will provide compact biofiltration with HMP on pad (DMA 12). DMA 12 is subject to all of
the Source Control and Site Design BMP’s listed on the DMA exhibit.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 23 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #1 (DMA #1)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 24 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Desilting basin #1 will be provided with the project’s rough grading plan to capture stormwater runoff from
the mass graded condition, which has no impervious area created. Grading of the original steep topography
on the site to a flat pad decreases velocities and mitigates for hydromodification in the mass graded condition.
Basin sizing and details will conform with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA details and sizing
methodology. Once constructed, these will be permanently maintained by the property owner until such time
as further entitlement is obtained to develop the lot for its ultimate use. A separate SWQMP or amendment
to this SWQMP will be provided covering the ultimate conditions with recommendations for appropriate
treatment and flow control, approval of which is required prior to eliminating these desilting basins.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 25 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #2 (DMA #2)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 26 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Desilting basin #2 will be provided with the project’s rough grading plan to capture stormwater runoff from
the mass graded condition, which has no impervious area created. Grading of the original steep topography
on the site to a flat pad decreases velocities and mitigates for hydromodification in the mass graded condition.
Basin sizing and details will conform with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA details and sizing
methodology. Once constructed, these will be permanently maintained by the property owner until such time
as further entitlement is obtained to develop the lot for its ultimate use. A separate SWQMP or amendment
to this SWQMP will be provided covering the ultimate conditions with recommendations for appropriate
treatment and flow control, approval of which is required prior to eliminating these desilting basins.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 27 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #3 (DMA #3)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 28 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Desilting basin #3 will be provided with the project’s rough grading plan to capture stormwater runoff from
the mass graded condition, which has no impervious area created. Grading of the original steep topography
on the site to a flat pad decreases velocities and mitigates for hydromodification in the mass graded condition.
Basin sizing and details will conform with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA details and sizing
methodology. Once constructed, these will be permanently maintained by the property owner until such time
as further entitlement is obtained to develop the lot for its ultimate use. A separate SWQMP or amendment
to this SWQMP will be provided covering the ultimate conditions with recommendations for appropriate
treatment and flow control, approval of which is required prior to eliminating these desilting basins.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 29 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #4 (DMA #4)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 30 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Desilting basin #4 will be provided with the project’s rough grading plan to capture stormwater runoff from
the mass graded condition, which has no impervious area created. Grading of the original steep topography
on the site to a flat pad decreases velocities and mitigates for hydromodification in the mass graded condition.
Basin sizing and details will conform with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA details and sizing
methodology. Once constructed, these will be permanently maintained by the property owner until such time
as further entitlement is obtained to develop the lot for its ultimate use. A separate SWQMP or amendment
to this SWQMP will be provided covering the ultimate conditions with recommendations for appropriate
treatment and flow control, approval of which is required prior to eliminating these desilting basins.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 31 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #5 (DMA #5)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☒Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 32 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Desilting basin #2 will be provided with the project’s rough grading plan to capture stormwater runoff from
the mass graded condition, which has no impervious area created. Grading of the original steep topography
on the site to a flat pad decreases velocities and mitigates for hydromodification in the mass graded condition.
Basin sizing and details will conform with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA details and sizing
methodology. Once constructed, these will be permanently maintained by the property owner until such time
as further entitlement is obtained to develop the lot for its ultimate use. A separate SWQMP or amendment
to this SWQMP will be provided covering the ultimate conditions with recommendations for appropriate
treatment and flow control, approval of which is required prior to eliminating these desilting basins.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 33 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #14 (DMA #14)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 34 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Each phase of excess earthwork disposal associated with DMA #14 will include a desilt basin that will be
designed in accordance with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA sizing details and sizing
methodology (refer to the desilting basin detail on the proposed condition DMA exhibit). Additional erosion
and stormwater control BMP’s will also be implemented. The mass graded condition will not introduce or
create any impervious area onsite, and the existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The precise limits of
grading for the excess earthwork disposal area associated with DMA #14 have not yet been determined and
therefore an amendment to this SWQMP will be required to provide BMP sizing details prior to permitting of
any disposal grading.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 35 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #15 (DMA #15)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 36 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Each phase of excess earthwork disposal associated with DMA #15 will include a desilt basin that will be
designed in accordance with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA sizing details and sizing
methodology (refer to the desilting basin detail on the proposed condition DMA exhibit). Additional erosion
and stormwater control BMP’s will also be implemented. The mass graded condition will not introduce or
create any impervious area onsite, and the existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The precise limits of
grading for the excess earthwork disposal area associated with DMA #15 have not yet been determined and
therefore an amendment to this SWQMP will be required to provide BMP sizing details prior to permitting of
any disposal grading.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 37 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. DMA #16
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
Section 9

Form I-6 Page 38 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The entirety of DMA# 16 within the limits of the disposal area will consist sloped areas and will be unable to
accommodate the construction of a desilting basin. Therefore, each phase of excess earthwork disposal
associated with DMA #16 will implement erosion control and slope stabilization BMP’s in accordance with
the Construction General Permit. The mass graded condition will not introduce or create any impervious area
onsite, and the existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The precise limits of grading for the excess
earthwork disposal area associated with DMA #17 have not yet been determined and therefore an
amendment to this SWQMP will be required to provide BMP sizing details prior to permitting of any disposal
grading.

El Corazon (T17-00004)
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Form I-6 Page 39 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. DMA #17
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
Priority Development Project - Storm Water Mitigation Plan
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Form I-6 Page 40 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
The entirety of DMA# 17 within the limits of the disposal area will consist sloped areas and will be unable to
accommodate the construction of a desilting basin. Therefore, each phase of excess earthwork disposal
associated with DMA #17 will implement erosion control and slope stabilization BMP’s in accordance with
the Construction General Permit. The mass graded condition will not introduce or create any impervious area
onsite, and the existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The precise limits of grading for the excess
earthwork disposal area associated with DMA #17 have not yet been determined and therefore an
amendment to this SWQMP will be required to provide BMP sizing details prior to permitting of any disposal
grading.
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Form I-6 Page 41 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Structural BMP ID No. Desilting Basin #18 (DMA #18)
Construction Plan Sheet No. T17-00004
Type of structural BMP:
☐Retention by harvest and use (HU-1)
☐Retention by infiltration basin (INF-1)
☐Retention by bioretention (INF-2)
☐Retention by permeable pavement (INF-3)
☐Partial retention by biofiltration with partial retention (PR-1)
☐Biofiltration (BF-1)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with prior lawful approval to meet earlier PDP requirements (provide BMP
type/description in discussion section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control included as pre-treatment/forebay for an onsite retention or biofiltration BMP
(provide BMP type/description and indicate which onsite retention or biofiltration BMP it serves in discussion
section below)
☐Flow-thru treatment control with alternative compliance (provide BMP type/description in discussion
section below)
☐Detention pond or vault for hydromodification management
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Purpose:
☐Pollutant control only
☐Hydromodification control only
☐Combined pollutant control and hydromodification control
☐Pre-treatment/forebay for another structural BMP
☒Other (describe in discussion section below)
Who will certify construction of this BMP?
Provide name and contact information for the party
responsible to sign BMP verification forms if
required by the [City Engineer] (See Section 1.12 of
the manual)
Who will be the final owner of this BMP?

Third Party TBD

Who will maintain this BMP into perpetuity?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

What is the funding mechanism for maintenance?

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER) ( or
Propriety Owner will be responsible for funding
maintenance)

SUDBERRY PROPERTIES/(OWNER)

El Corazon (T17-00004)
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Form I-6 Page 42 of 42
Structural BMP Summary Information
(Copy this page as needed to provide information for each individual proposed structural BMP)
Discussion (as needed):
Each phase of excess earthwork disposal associated with DMA #18 will include a desilt basin that will be
designed in accordance with the Construction General Permit, using CASQA sizing details and sizing
methodology (refer to the desilting basin detail on the proposed condition DMA exhibit). Additional erosion
and stormwater control BMP’s will also be implemented. The mass graded condition will not introduce or
create any impervious area onsite, and the existing drainage patterns will be maintained. The precise limits of
grading for the excess earthwork disposal area associated with DMA #18 have not yet been determined and
therefore an amendment to this SWQMP will be required to provide BMP sizing details prior to permitting of
any disposal grading.
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Permanent BMP

City of Oceanside
300 N Coast Highway

Construction

Oceanside, CA 92054

February
2016

Self Certification Form

Date Prepared: TBD

Project No.: TBD

Project Applicant: TBD

Phone: TBD

Project Address: TBD

Project Engineer: TBD

Phone: TBD

The purpose of this form is to verify that the site improvements for the project, identified above,
have been constructed in conformance with the approved Storm Water Quality Management
Plan (SWQMP) documents and drawings.
This form must be completed by the engineer and installing contractor and submitted prior to
final inspection of the construction permit. Completion and submittal of this form is required for
all new development and redevelopment projects in order to comply with the City's Storm Water
ordinances and NDPES Permit Order No. R9-2013-0001. Final inspection for occupancy and/or
release of grading or public improvement bonds may be delayed if this form is not submitted
and approved by the City of Oceanside.

ENGINEER’S CERTIFICATION:
As the professional in responsible charge for the design of the above project, I certify that I have
observed all constructed Low Impact Development (LID) site design, source control and
treatment control BMP's required per the approved SWQMP and Construction Permit No. Click
here to enter text.; and that said BMP's appear to be constructed in compliance with the approved
plans and all applicable specifications, permits, ordinances and Order No. R9-2013-0001 of the
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board.
I understand that this BMP certification statement does not constitute an operation and
maintenance verification.

Signature: ______________________________

El Corazon (T17-00004)
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Date of Signature: TBD

Printed Name: TBD
Title: TBD

Phone No. TBD

Engineer’s Stamp

CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATION:
As the professional in responsible charge for construction of the above project, I certify that all
constructed Low Impact Development (LID) site design, source control and treatment control
BMP's required per the approved SWQMP and Construction Permit No. Click here to enter text.;
have been constructed in compliance with the approved plans and all applicable specifications,
permits, and ordinances.
I understand that this BMP certification statement does not constitute an operation and
maintenance verification.

Signature: ______________________________

Date of Signature: TBD
Printed Name: TBD
Title: TBD

Phone No. TBD
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